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This is some notes I have taken after the playtest on august 14th which describes the next 
changes that should be made to the game. It might be a bit confusing since you do not know the 
rules, but it can still give you an idea about the work I am doing behind the game.

Room Size: Minimum size should be 2 bases. Maybe 2-4. But 4 seems too big unless have 5-6 
players. Else use a majority of 2-3 base per room.

Production: Maybe remove this action. OR maybe can add rats on the board with production 
(does not make sense). No reason to use it at the beginning of the game besides for transport. 
Production also slowdown card flow.

Actions: Maybe there could be no action selection especially if production is gone. Maybe base 
and research growth is fixed according to the number of bases and/or constructed buildings. Not 
sure, else well need to find different 3rd action. Still, the action system complexify the game and 
makes it less fluent while I wanted to make it more simple. 

Maybe production level is fixed. 5 points +2 per base. Buildings does not matter. Else maybe 
buildings boost build/research. If a base is lost during the game, do you lose an action? If there is 
no actions, the problem is solved.

ABC buildings: Allows recovering cards of the matching type at the end of the turn. More ABC 
building recover more units. Not sure if research would require the ABC building considering 
that you might not have a building at the beginning of the game unless I give one for free. ABC 
buildings will allow player to recover 2-3-4 units per turn. Maybe 1 units can be recovered if you 
do not have any buildings. This should be used in case a player is always locked without any 
buildings.

Card Cycling: Players are always lacking of cards and new units takes time to bring in play. 
Removing production by making unit go into the deck automatically will help. Else reducing the 
number of rats will help reduce the number of cards used. I also like how elegant it is to just add 
cards in a deck when purchasing upgrades (in my case new units). So having to produce these 
cards is just annoying and un-elegant.

Low nb of rats: In the original Starcraft game, there is not that many units on the board. Maybe 
the number of cards used in battle could be reduced by lowering the number of rats on the board. 
Even in Starcraft, 1 card could be used for multiple units. Cats would only eat 1 rat at a time. 

It might make combat less interesting because the possible combinations in battle will be lower. 
But players will be less likely to send their whole hand in battle and it will accelerate the game 
by making it faster to resolve. Probably breach will bring 2 rats while buildings will bring 1 rat.



Priority order: Maybe find another way to define priority than majority since there are many 
situation where a priority needs to be defined without majority. Even majority can have ties. I 
was thinking of placing unique values on some action cards or roles to make sure no ties can 
occur. Else need a rotating first player with clockwise order priority. Or maybe the scoring track 
gives priority, but still problem with ties.

Lacking of cards: Maybe basic rats gets always reshuffled no matter what. If player are missing 
cards, maybe cards are drawn randomly from the army deck. But in case of lacking cards, basic 
rats are reshuffled. Maybe at the beginning of the turn, the cards are reshuffled before drawing. 
You can keep some cards in hand if you want, but that is all. This makes sure the new units 
comes in the next turn instead of 2 turns later.

Combat resolution card play: Cards should now be played from hands. A card in play is a card 
that acted. Maybe if a unit get’s attacked and it is not destroyed, in goes back into the opponent’s 
hand, maybe face up. Once the card is played,  it as acted. This means that the units that get 
destroyed first will no be able to reply unless it is a melee attack or unless it has survived. 

Extra casualties: I am not sure if all units must be destroyed before targeting extra rats or 
buildings. Maybe there will not be extra rats because all rats will have a basic card anyway 
(reshuffle as you need) else if there are more than 9 rats in a room, these extra rats will still be 
targetable. The problem is when for example 1 unit cannot be targeted or is too strong to be 
destroyed. You could end up in a situation where that unit prevent the base from being attacked. 
Maybe there could be an overrun rule, if a player has in hand more unplayed cards than 2 or 3 
times the number of card in the opponent’s hand, then you can overrun and attack enemy 
buildings. 

Resources: This could be the only way of boosting and influencing production growth for 
buildings and research. If you research a matching thing, you lower the cost of that item. It will 
make them important, but not essential to achieve what you want.

Surrender: It should be possible to refuse a surrender if a player wants to destroy a player from 
a room. Surrender would only give away the zone of control.


